The impact of cyber resilience and robustness on supply chain performance: Evidence from the UAE chemical industry
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

This paper examines the impact of cyber resilience and supply chain (SC) robustness on supply chain performance in the UAE chemical industry. No prevailing empirical evidence makes this research unique and beneficial to the literature and future research related to cyber resilience in the chemical industry. Moreover, this research is a contemporary contribution to the research of the UAE chemical industry. The study applies a quantitative approach with causal, exploratory and analytical design. The magnitude of the industry is emphasized by choosing cluster sampling techniques. Data is collected from chemical manufacturing companies located in Abu Dhabi, UAE. A valid sample of 303 participants is used for data analysis. A positive direct impact with a significant level of cyber resilience and SC robustness on supply chain performance is found. Current hypothetical model assessment in one industry limits the research findings. It is recommended that other industries be investigated through longitudinal research. A system of diverse detection and defense mechanisms is required. For the chemical industry, an effective cyber security plan would strengthen resilience against cyberattacks and improve SC performance.
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\section{1. Introduction}

Chemicals are virtually ubiquitous in our environment. A chemical is present in 96\% of all produced products, including everything from our cars to our medications to the gadget we are reading this on. The chemical industry has been and will continue to be a significant driver of economic development domestically and internationally. However, the sector has recently been severely impacted by trade restrictions, rising levels of protectionism, and the global COVID-19 pandemic. However, with time chemical industries are facing some challenges like supply shortages, unstable raw material prices, and transportation disruptions are just some of the causes of supply chain problems in the chemical sector. Overcoming these difficulties requires a thorough and systematic approach considering the chemical sector's unique requirements. Additionally, cyber resilience refers to the group of activities, methods, and procedures needed to safeguard a company's digital assets (Aityassine et al., 2022). This includes protection against data loss, unauthorized access, and online attacks on computer networks and connected devices (Naqvi et al., 2021). Cyber security management is required for all industrial sectors that use computer technology for automation, control, and information storage (Salloum et al. 2020). Regulations exist at the
local, national, and international levels to guide, oversee, and sometimes control businesses in adhering to the standards required for their operations in their respective region (Colicchia et al., 2019; El Refae et al., 2021).

The chemical supply chain is often lengthy and involves many steps, from production to delivery. This can lead to many difficulties, ranging from managing environmental concerns to ensuring product quality. Besides, due to the market's instability, prices can change quickly, making it challenging to predict demand (Alshurideh, 2022). Supply chain management is, therefore, crucial for chemical firms. They can guarantee a consistent supply of high-quality items to satisfy the needs of their clients by being aware of and addressing these difficulties (Qi et al., 2017; Alolayyan et al., 2022).

Furthermore, a robust supply chain reduces disruption that can be costly to supply firms in terms of time and money and damage their brand (Hamadneh et al., 2021a; Kurdi et al. 2022). The supply chain must be consistent for a company to perform well overall (Simchi-Levi et al., 2018). Therefore, examining the need for cyber resilience and supply chain robustness is vital to enhance the firm's overall supply chain performance. This research is mainly purposive to empirically investigate the study in the Abu Dhabi, UAE, chemical industry. It is expected that the research findings will lead to constructive outcomes and contribute to the literature and knowledge of industry researchers.

2. Theoretical framework

2.1 Cyber Resilience in Supply Chain

The potential impact of disruptions on a business and its supply chain emphasizes the significance of building cyber resilience (Annarelli & Palombi, 2021). The definition states that cyber resilience policies should strive to maximize these elements at four levels: timely and economically efficient preparation for a tumultuous situation, response to the event, recovery from the situation, and growth/gaining a competitive edge after the event. On the other hand, the massive scope of the COVID-19 outbreak has revealed systematic supply-chain vulnerabilities that can no longer be ignored. Thus, the perspective has changed, and the ability to recover more quickly than other companies in industries makes up for the increased investment needed (McPhee & Khan, 2015). The supply chain has always been perceived as being important (Hamadneh et al., 2021b). This is for the long-term success and efficiency of the business today (Joghee et al., 2021). When regarded in this light, the supply chain threatens any disruption in the organization’s ability to operate (Alshurideh et al. 2022). Resilient supply chains are the best strategy. For instance, a company with inadequate supply chain resilience would have seen the breakdown of its worldwide supply networks and a sharp decline in profitability during the Covid-19 epidemic.

2.2 Supply Chain Robustness

Collaboration among a company’s collaborative actions goes beyond day-to-day operations to achieve significant long-term profit (Lee et al., 2022 a&b). From the process/machine to the system and company levels, robustness has become necessary at every level of the production hierarchy. Companies are finding it increasingly difficult to absorb additional supply-side expenses as fluctuating material prices squeeze margins and the marketing effort necessary to differentiate branded goods from personal rivals rises. Suppliers collaborate to provide more than just a necessary component or service. They also work with engineers to reduce costs from buyers' and suppliers' standpoints. They may even handle the full delivery of the system from start to finish. Use collaborative research and development to co-design with R&D staff as an alternative (AlSuwaidi et al., 2021). The growing importance of supply chain collaboration necessitates an emphasis on intercompany collaboration understanding to get chain members ready to start working together successfully (Shamout, 2019). Companies can significantly boost their chances of cooperation by being more deliberate about the issues they want to work on, the suppliers/partners they choose, and how they conduct their collaboration efforts:

- Choose suppliers and partners based on their capabilities, strategic goals, and potential value.
- Collaborate in areas where you already have a solid foundation.
- Invest in the right people and infrastructure
- Create a robust, collaborative performance-management system.
- In the long run, collaborate

2.3 Supply Chain Performance

Performance can be defined as the accomplishment of measurable goals (AlShurideh et al., 2019). It is not only about what people accomplish but also how they accomplish it. Excellent performance results from appropriate behavior and successfully applying required knowledge, skills, and competencies. Performance management is primarily about managing expectations (Shahzad et al., 2020). Performance management needs to evaluate how results are achieved to understand what needs to be done to improve them because this gives them the data. The competitive market has become more dynamic, necessitating businesses to react quickly and make essential changes. In this battle for market participation, companies must regularly review performance indicators to determine if procedures and actions are being followed. Satisfactorily, passing it on as a competitive advantage result in a significant improvement in business profitability. Organizations focus on creating performance indicators for each business unit that are developed and used separately to measure performance. As a result, there is an impression that the KPIs are not aligned, if not at odds. Effective SC performance management is required by businesses to assist them in aligning their workers, assets, and procedures to achieve their strategic goals through formal and informal means (Caputo et al., 2004). The following presents the organization definitions.
### Variables Definition Reference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cyber Resilience</td>
<td>Business continuity, information systems security, and organizational resilience are all incorporated under the concept of “cyber resilience”.</td>
<td>(McPhee &amp; Khan, 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Chain Robustness</td>
<td>Supply chain robustness, defined as the ability to deal with disruptions and interruptions both internally and externally, is becoming increasingly crucial.</td>
<td>(Shamout, 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Chain Performance</td>
<td>The term “supply chain performance” refers to the actions the extended supply chain takes to meet end-customer demands. This includes ensuring that products are available, that deliveries are made on time, and that the supply chain has all the inventory and capacity it needs to do so promptly.</td>
<td>(Zhou &amp; Benton, 2007)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2.4 UAE Chemical Industry Description**

In many nations, the chemical sector is a vital component of the national infrastructure. The energy, water, and food sectors are all equally important. The chemical and medical industries link increases the need to protect plants. As the regional and global economies are anticipated to recover after the COVID-19 outbreak, the Gulf Petrochemicals and Chemicals Association (GPCA), the voice of the chemical industry in the Arabian Gulf, stated that the chemical and petrochemical sector in the Arabian Gulf is dignified for growth in 2021–2022. The regional chemical industry is anticipated to experience growth across all key indicators, including chemical sales revenue, production output, and international trade, on the back of an increase in regional economic activity, supported by a swift vaccination roll-out and the global economic recovery. The GCC chemical sector has approximately USD 71 billion in planned and committed investments for 2020 to 2024, despite significant decreases in worldwide investment. There are worries, too, that regional petrochemical firms may wait to add additional capacity before the market for chemical goods fully recovers.

### Literature review

#### 3.1 Relationship and Impact of Cyber Resilience on Supply Chain Performance

Cyber resilience strategy plays a vital role in supply chain performance. Cyber resilience strategy is the ability of a company or business to grow in adverse conditions, such as in the face of a financial crisis, unknown risks, and challenges. Cyber resilience plays a vital role in sustaining organizational performance. Sustainable performance implies the ability of an organization to fulfill all the requirements of the customers and stakeholders by balancing all kinds of management. Thus, the Cyber resilience strategy strongly impacts sustainable performance (Durach et al., 2015). As a result, cyber resilience works on maintaining all cyber issues by solving all problems that arise while working in the cyber. The main benefit of cyber resilience is to minimize the cyberattacks or the cyber threats of the organizations that the complex company faces in adverse situations and precarious circumstances. Cyber resilience is the strategy that enables organizations to overcome the risk and withstand the complex situations the company going through to recover from cyber risks (Wolden et al., 2015). Globally, technological progress, tough competition, high complexities inside the demand market, and a volatile economic climate enhance the possibility of hazards and interruptions, causing extra costs for businesses, suppliers and distributors, and the market. Reorganizing supply chain functions to mitigate risks from the volatile and uncertain business environment could amplify the severity of supply chain interruptions. Identifying and measuring supply chain risks necessitate high-complexity risk management approaches that result in effective market shock reactions (Urciuoli, 2015). Supply chain resiliency is a prevalent issue in modern supply chain research. Knowing where this concept fits into the supply chain management research makes the difference in the role of supply chain response to market demands and overall organizational competitiveness. Supply chain resilience requires knowledge of reactive capability and post-disruption actions. Supply chain resilience necessitates reengineering distribution network operations and activities, collaboration among supply chain stakeholders, supply chain agility, speed in the supply chain function, and creating a risk mitigation mindset in the business. Based on previous studies, organizations are becoming more aware of supply chain issues. Global businesses and societies rely heavily on supply chains (Bahrami & Shokouhyar, 2021). A hypothesis has been developed for current research based on evidence from the literature.

**H1:** Cyber resilience has a significant impact on supply chain performance.

#### 3.2 Relationship and Impact of Robustness on Supply Chain Performance

Cyber resilience strategy and sustainable performance are related similarly to supply chain robustness and cyber resilience. A company’s ability to recover from or otherwise handle any problems that arise while working on cyber-related projects is known as cyber resilience (Shamout, 2019). Supply chain robustness is the ability to ensure that a product will be available as often as feasible, at the lowest possible cost, with the highest level of customer satisfaction, and on schedule. These are some of the aspects that the supply chain relies on. In this situation, cyber resilience can benefit an organization’s expansion on maintaining all cyber issues by solving all problems that arise while working in the cyber. The main benefit of cyber resilience is to minimize the cyberattacks or the cyber threats of the organizations that the complex company faces in adverse situations and precarious circumstances. Cyber resilience is the strategy that enables organizations to overcome the risk and withstand the complex situations the company going through to recover from cyber risks (Wolden et al., 2015). Globally, technological progress, tough competition, high complexities inside the demand market, and a volatile economic climate enhance the possibility of hazards and interruptions, causing extra costs for businesses, suppliers and distributors, and the market. Reorganizing supply chain functions to mitigate risks from the volatile and uncertain business environment could amplify the severity of supply chain interruptions. Identifying and measuring supply chain risks necessitate high-complexity risk management approaches that result in effective market shock reactions (Urciuoli, 2015). Supply chain resiliency is a prevalent issue in modern supply chain research. Knowing where this concept fits into the supply chain management research makes the difference in the role of supply chain response to market demands and overall organizational competitiveness. Supply chain resilience requires knowledge of reactive capability and post-disruption actions. Supply chain resilience necessitates reengineering distribution network operations and activities, collaboration among supply chain stakeholders, supply chain agility, speed in the supply chain function, and creating a risk mitigation mindset in the business. Based on previous studies, organizations are becoming more aware of supply chain issues. Global businesses and societies rely heavily on supply chains (Bahrami & Shokouhyar, 2021). A hypothesis has been developed for current research based on evidence from the literature.

**H2:** Robustness has a significant impact on supply chain performance.
Thus, solving the issues that arise from cyber threats cannot be ignored and solved with a cyber resilience strategy. Therefore, cyber resilience significantly impacts supply chain robustness, which is related. Based on proven relationship statements, a hypothesis has been developed for the current research supporting literature.

**H2:** Supply chain robustness has a significant impact on supply chain performance.

### 3.3 Relationship and Impact of Cyber Resilience & Robustness on Supply Chain Performance

According to Di Vaio and Varriale (2020), a cyber resilience strategy is essential for solving all cyber threats and issues. For better performance and a robust supply chain, an organization or company needs to work on cyber resilience. A cyber resilience strategy is one of the methods through which a company can easily recover and override various cyber issues. Sometimes, these issues could be so effective for the organizations that the company may face various issues such as failure to meet the customers' expectations, loss of money with abandoned profit, low productivity etc. Based on previous studies, a company should act on the cyber resilience strategy harmoniously without affecting the growth and development of the company in terms of its productivity, customer review and profits (Gawankar et al., 2019). Nowadays, the supply chain has gained much popularity. However, supply chain robustness sometimes faces various issues caused by human factors or cyber threats. With the help of supply chain performance, a company could easily achieve a supply chain by fulfilling all kinds of requirements of the customers harmoniously. It is the only method the organization can apply to harmoniously manage all kinds of requirements (Allaoui et al., 2019). Therefore, both sustainable performance and supply chain robustness are related.

As discussed above, an organization’s confidential information can be protected through cyber resilience. Cyber resilient organizations tend to fight back quickly against known and unknown threats, advertise, and face challenges to improve the organization. This protects the organization from cyber-attacks and data breaches and maintains system hygiene.

The risks are later minimized or transferred by creating a plan to outline exactly how much risk the cyberattack has based on the knowledge gathered (Kumar, 2021). After identifying a reliable worldwide supply chain in cyberspace within the network offers cyber insurance. When the supply chain functions optimally, data, money, and products are exchanged at the ideal time, amount, location, and quality (Urciuoli, 2015). The supply chain networks require cyber resilience for proper and efficient exchange. In order for a company to be resilient, the following steps can be taken:

- Diversifying the supply chain networks
- Having open and direct conversations with the supplier networks about what to expect
- Identifying weaknesses and redundancy in the supply chain.
- Distributing physical stocks across various locations.
- Keeping “safety stocks” to avoid shortages in the future.

Based on the implications of resilient cyber strategies, supply chain networks can quickly bounce back from disruptions caused by situations such as terrorist attacks, pandemics, natural disasters, etc. When dealing with uncertain situations and desired performances, flexibility, visibility, collaboration, and responsiveness can be used more quickly (Taghavi et al., 2021). Resilient supply chains that can withstand such shock via transparency, rapidity, adaptability, and cooperation are crucial because supply chain failures occur frequently and have a large impact that adds to the existing body of research on supply chain collaboration and resilience. The above literature supports the hypothesis developed for current research.

**H3:** Cyber resilience and supply chain robustness significantly impact supply chain performance.

![Research Model](image-url)
3.4 Problem Statement & Research Gap

To fill the gap identified by the previous studies, the impact of cyber resilience and SC robustness is proposed to measure SC performance. Supply chain collaboration allows growing interactions, enables collaborative efforts, and inspires real-time information exchange; thus, all are necessary for formulating, reacting, and recovering from supply disruptions when dealing with cyber security threats and strategies (Shamout, 2019). Therefore, this research explores cyber resilience, robustness and SC performance with literature and mainly supplements empirical evidence from the UAE chemical industry. Fig. 1 shows the research model.

3.5 Research Methodology and Design

The exploration of identified constructs enabled us to empirically investigate the supply chain performance, cyber resilience and supply chain robustness. The research variables were assessed using quantitative techniques using causal, exploratory and analytical research. To collect data, an online questionnaire was developed and sent online via email. The hypothesis was tested through regression analysis using ANOVA.

3.6 Population, Sample & Unit of Analysis

The UAE Chemical Industry was the target population of the research. A total of 88 chemical manufacturing companies were assessed to gather data. Eight hundred questionnaires were emailed to the correspondents, and a sample of 303 was utilized after data screening. The questionnaire was developed using a Five Point Likert scale with 23 items. The items were classified based on the variables as 7 items were used to assess Cyber Resilience, 9 items were used to evaluate Supply chain robustness, and 7 items were used to evaluate supply chain performance.

4. Data Analysis

Fig. 2 presents personal characteristics of the participants.

4.1 Reliability, Descriptive & Correlation

The data exploration for the reliability analysis showed a high level of reliability through Cronbach’s Alpha test. The cyber resilience's reliability was =.83, .86 for SC Robustness & .87 for SC performance. Table 1 explains the descriptive analysis with the mean value for cyber resilience as M=2.71 & SD=74% extent to agreeableness, mean value for SC Robustness =3.06 & SD=60%. Supply chain performance mean identifies =2.83 with SD=80%. The correlation results are also shown in table 2. There is a high correlation between cyber resilience and SC Robustness r=.76, P<0.05 at the significance level. SC robustness and SC performance are highly correlated with a significant value of r=.84, P<0.05. Finally, the relationship between cyber resilience and SC performance is also depicted as highly correlated and positively significant r=.85, P<0.05, respectively. Table 2 also presents the summary of the regression analysis for testing the hypotheses of the survey.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>No. of items</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D</th>
<th>Cyber Resilience</th>
<th>SC Robustness</th>
<th>Supply Chain Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cyber Resilience</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC Robustness</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.764</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Chain Performance</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.852</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intelligent Information System (M=2.15, SD=52%), Cyber Resilience (M=3.05, SD=58%), E-Supply Chain M=2.48, SD=43% -Level of significance at P<0.05**
Table 2
Linear Regression, Hypothesis testing using ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Construct Relationship</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>Adjusted R²</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>Hypothesis Supported</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H₁</td>
<td>CR $\rightarrow$ SCP</td>
<td>.852</td>
<td>.726</td>
<td>.726</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>12.99</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂</td>
<td>ROB $\rightarrow$ SCP</td>
<td>.842</td>
<td>.710</td>
<td>.709</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>11.91</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₃</td>
<td>CR*ROB $\rightarrow$ SCP</td>
<td>.902</td>
<td>.814</td>
<td>.813</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent variable= Supply Chain Performance, Independent Variable=Cyber Resilience & Robustness, *Level of Significance (α≤0.05) **Critical t-value (df/p) = 1.64

4. Discussion

It has been validated by the statistical analysis that developed hypothesis 1 designated as positively significant, which demonstrated the relationship between Cyber Resilience and Supply chain performance $\beta=.85$, $t=12.99$, & $R^2=.72$, indicating 72% variance in the construct. Thus, H1 is supported by this analysis. For the second hypothesis, the relationship between supply chain robustness and supply chain performance is measured as positive and significant, illustrated in Table 3 as: $\beta=.84$, $t=11.91$, & $R^2=.71$, and the variance noted as 71% in the variables with positive critical value and significance level $P<0.05$. H2 is also accepted. The impact of cyber resilience and SC robustness on supply chain performance demonstrate a positive significant association $\beta=.90$, $t=2.45$, & $R^2=.81$. It has been acknowledged that the significant association of the proposed construct validates the hypothesis developed in the current research. Based on the statistical results, H3 is also accepted.

5. Conclusion

The supply chain has been found to play an essential role in an organization. These research findings emphasize the acquisition of cyber resilience to improve supply chain performance, reduce cost, make operations more efficient, prevent reputational harm, and reduce financial losses. A resilient supply chain reduces unrest, strengthens transactional relationships, diversifies the supply chain, and balances resiliency and flexibility with cost-effectiveness. Therefore, chemical sector supply chains face pressure to keep pace with the latest technological advances while adhering to environmental requirements. The supply chain is already exposed to risks that cannot be eliminated but can be managed efficiently. Additionally, these research findings may encourage chemical industrialists to take advantage of technological advances to be competitive and profitable.

6. Recommendation and limitations

The overall research was completed with some limitations, including the lack of previous research on the proposed hypothetical model in the selected industry. It is recommended for future research to revise the model in other industries with more supply chain disruption strategies, including segmentation, regionalization, and supply chain diversity, while implementing technological advantages. Second, this research was conducted over a shorter period. Thus, for clearer results, it is recommended that future research be conducted longitudinally.
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